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Janmashtami…makhan churakar jisne khaya, bansi bajakar jisne nachaya, aaj
uska janam hua tha, jisne duniya ko prem aur romance shikhaya

Lord Krishna, the most mischievous
one, born in jail, gone though
separation from biological parents,
raised by another set of parents, most
naughty during childhood stealing
makhan butter and clothes of girls,
killed snake, when grew had 16000
girlfriends, had two wives,
omnipresent everywhere, murdered
his mama uncle Kans, was been forced
to leave from Mathura city,
mastermind of Mahabharat, is a
complete symbol of love, romance, fun, duty, responsibility, practical
attitude, living in the moment….
Let us learn few nice qualities of Krishna….
The inner child of Krishna could be lost, lonely, rejected, unhappy but
what we learn from him is
…you have power to change everything what you believe to change..
…we are each responsible for our own experiences, life is a complete
illusion…
…everyone is dealing with damaging patterns of resentment,
rejection, criticism, guilt, self hatred, loneliness…

…There are thoughts and thoughts can be changed, every thought is
creating future of your choice…
…We need to release the past and forgive everyone…
…Self approval and self acceptance in the present moment now are
the keys to positive changes…
…life is all about enjoying now, creating power within every moment,
love everyone, be good to all, and live life to the fullest…
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